MUSIC & ARTS
10:20 AM, Stage
Creating Community Through Theater – Meg Bouchard & Melissa Chesnut-Tangerman; 50
min. Conceived by children's author Frank Asch, Theater in the Woods was a hugely popular mainstay of SolarFest
since 1996. It became its own educational entity in 2016. In the context of theater as a tool for social change, we will
share some of the exercises and songs we use in our summer camps. For all ages: come prepared to PLAY!
Meg Bouchard has been a professional actor since childhood, with credits on both coasts. She is currently the
Educational Director of Off The Hook, the educational outreach wing of Falconworks, based in Brooklyn
(Community Theatre of the Year, The Village Voice, 2016). Meg conducts theater workshops, mentors’ young
playwrights, and directs the one-acts that students create. As a boon from the universe, Meg jumped into our first
camp in 2016 with all her heart and as a volunteer, teaching acting and clown work. An accomplished director and
educator, Meg moved full-time to Middletown Springs in 2017, the better to pursue Theater in the Woods' creative
endeavors. meg.bouchard@gmail.com; www.theaterinthewoodsvt.org
Melissa was an organizer of SolarFest from its start in 1995, filling many roles in 19 years. She directed, acted and
helped produce most of the Theater in the Woods plays in Middletown Springs and Tinmouth. tango@vermontel.net;
www.theaterinthewoodsvt.org
10:20 AM, CSA Shed
Understanding the creative process as a conflict resolution scientific phenomenon,
reflecting the unconscious and how it revamps psychology into an exact science of conflict resolution, the Moral
Science – Albert Levis, MD, Maxwell Levis, PhD, Melissa Levis song writer, educator; 50 min.
The Earth, Sky, Time farm was named by Dr Albert Levis as he observed a cruel pattern in the primordial Greek family
consisting of mother Earth, father Sky, son Chronos or Time. The pattern repeated five times in the Greek creation
story, but ended resolved with the creation of the religion of the great Gods of Olympus. In his Formal Theory he
explained this pattern as a scientific conflict resolution phenomenon representing the unconscious. He developed a
psychological self-assessment that uses creativity for self-discovery. The test is available online free of charge. It
readily helps a person to identify her personality type and how to improve one's way of resolving conflicts. This
assessment validated the Formal Theory into the Moral Science totally revamping psychology. Dr Levis acquired the
Wilburton Inn incorporated it as Art to Science and installed there the exhibits of the Museum of the Creative Process
to acquaint people with a major scientific breakthrough.
The Levis family is collaborating in conducting research and training at the Wilburton Inn and the Moral Science
Project. moralscience@hotmail.com; museumofthecreativeprocess.com
12:00 AM, Stage
The Guitar and Composition: A Breakthrough Experience – Freddi Shehadi; 50 min. As a
guitarist and multi-instrumentalist, Freddi Shehadi has achieved great success writing, producing and performing
music across many genres for 35 years. His compositions have been played and heard worldwide on major radio
stations, television networks and movie soundtracks. In this workshop Freddi will discuss methods and theories of
guitar playing and performance. He will speak of the integration of playing, composing and production and how
they come together to unite in a piece of music. He will show unique methods of playing the guitar that will open
you to a new world of ideas. Freddi will use certain fundamental ideas from which you can create your own ideas
and better understand the instrument. He will show how he has been able to derive original ideas from artists as
diverse as Bach, The Beatles, Charlie Parker, Sheryl Crow and beyond. This will be an exciting workshop!
Freddi Shehadi is an Emmy Award/Mobius Award winning guitarist/composer and producer who commands a wide
range of styles and textures in his performances. He loves to capture the energy of a performance from spontaneity,
working with a very talented and diverse group of musicians. Expect to “feel” as much as you “hear” from this
dynamic musician. freddishehadi@gmail.com; www.freddishehadi.com
6:30 PM, Roosevelt House Film Screening: National Geographic’s “Paris to Pittsburgh” - 80 min. A 2018 documentary
film about climate change directed by filmmaker Sidney Beaumont and documentarian Michael Bonfiglio and
produced by Bloomberg Philanthropies, National Geographic and RadicalMedia. The film is narrated by Rachel
Brosnahan

